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I love you more
By Reese Chang

I love you more than pepperoni pizza,
Cookie dough ice cream, Hawaiian pizza, and
cookies & cream cake cookies,
More than
Chinese food, layered cake, Birthday cake,
Bubble Gum ice cream, and strawberry
smoothies,
More than
Bahama Bucks, cake pops, pound cake,
macaroons, Disneyland ice cream, churros,
cupcakes, and cinnamon,
More than
Starbursts, Skittles, M&M’s, Sour Patch Kids,
sour gummy worms,
I even love you more than strawberry rhubarb pie
The Magic Island

By Arya Dev

Once upon a time, there was a faraway island where the clothes were made of silk and buildings made from gold. The sky was always blue and the sun was always out. The King of the island was named Arya and he had the biggest palace in the world! Everyone on the island loved King Arya because he was so kind.

But one day, King Arya became very ill. He had been worrying too much about having to fight with another king and starting a war. The other king wanted to take over his palace and island. King Arya was very sad.

Every day the King was feeling more terrible and coughing a lot in his bed. The King’s doctors and servants were all around him wondering how to help. Then a letter came with a bird and the King’s doctor rolled it open showing King Arya. The King smiled and soon got better. Everyone in the kingdom was very happy and cheered for the King!

The doctor was wondering what the letter said so one day he went to the King and asked him. King Arya smiled again and whispered, “Peace begins with a smile”.

Chapter 1 Disaster Rain

Once there were two dragons who kept the Earth in balance. Their names were Peace and Disaster. Disaster didn’t care when it was his turn, so Peace had to stop every disaster. It was exhausting.

But one day, Peace fell asleep on the job and Disaster rained down on Earth. Everyone ran to a space pod to go to Mars. When they got there, they saw Earth crumble down into tiny pieces.

So they lived on Mars for the rest of their lives. Peace was mad at Disaster. Disaster tried to explain that he was wrong, but Peace just laughed. So Disaster went to the Gods and explained the whole story.
One time Spiderman was walking down the street. While he was walking, he saw a criminal's hat.

Next, he looked behind and saw Flash. Next, the criminal snuck behind Spiderman. Spiderman turned around and fought.

We can't show violence.

The End

By: Gabriel Gonzalez
Poison Pikachu, rare, strongest move, strongest poison.

Magma Pikachu, rare, strongest move, magma blast.

Water, common, strongest move, water blast.

Dragon Pikachu, rare, strongest move, horn things.
In a far away land, there live a Queen named QBQueen and her daughter named Princess Beautiful Super Hero CPBSH2. They live in a big pink castle which is called The Big Pink Hero CTBH2. One day QBQueen was cooking for lunch, she heard a big noise. She headed outside and saw a rocket in front of the big wooden door. Tippy Tinkletrousers (TT) walked out of the space rocket, and took QBQueen's hand and dragged her into the space rocket and zoom into space. That time PBSh was busy playing with Tony Stark, so she didn't hear QBQueen shouting, so as Tony Stark. So like this that QBQueen went to space, she was locked in the space jail, which is called University Space Jail. She was given no food, water, but she was only given oxygen. One day Tony Stark saw the grass are all dead. He thinks and thinks then he know something was wrong. He check the whole castle and didn't find QBQueen. Then he saw three circle of grass that are still alive, then he realized TT have take his wife QBQueen to space. So he called PBSh to get his suit and her own suit to put on. They went to Tony Stark's space ship which is called Hulk Buster, and they zoom into space. In space it is very different, instead they are almost out of control. They finally find University Space Jail. But there at the front door is TT's army. TT's army didn't see Tony Stark and PBSh, they sneak into the University Space Jail. But sadly TT is standing
right in front of ABQueen's jail door. So Tony Stark tried to fight. I while PSH opened the jail door and gave ABQueen water, food, and also air. Then she took ABQueen to Hulk Buster, but IT is following. All of the superman PSH used her super-powerful gum and shot IT. IT dead and Tony Stark jump into Hulk Buster and they fly safely home. After all they live happily ever after.
When I woke up for my first day of camp, I was scared that no one would like me, but I was wrong. I made lots of friends, and I was really happy about that. I was very nervous and excited for my first day. I knew that I was going to learn a lot and I did! When I got there they gave us a notebook and a pencil.

My first day there we made name tags after that we played an activity called saving sam. In the activity saving sam we had a cup which was sam's boat and we had sam which was a gummy worm. He forgot to put on his life jacket so we had to do teamwork without team work I wouldn't be able to do it.

On my first day also I made a book called the lemonade stand is a fair. I read my book when it was Athens chair. They really liked it so I made a to be continued. My life was complete when Desti Bowling came to camp! She taught us how to be a good writer and reader.
The Bunny Kingdom  
By Eva Klug

Once there was a bunny kingdom. It was called Bunny Village Avenue. It was filled with happiness and kindness. Everyday they would do fun activities, like racing, reading books, and other things like that and they were never once mean to others.

But one day, Mean Bunisher and his gang stole everything the bunnies loved. They stole their bunny rides, carrots, and even their bunny wisdom.

But one little bunny dared to stand against the Mean Bunisher and his gang. His name was Little Wonder Bunny. Little Wonder Bunny challenged the Mean Bunisher and his gang for a race to the end of the world and back. Mean Bunisher and his gang laughed, “Ha! Ha! Ha!” Mean Bunisher said, “Easy!! How can you think I’d lose this challenge!” Little Wonder Bunny felt shy and wondered what to do.

A bunny named Winkle just said, “Oh, don’t worry! They’re not sure if they will win. They are trying to get you to stop your plan so they can win. But, you’re not stopping, are you?”

“NO!!” said Little Wonder Bunny.

“We know your plan and we are not stopping!!” said Winkle to Mean Bunisher.

“We’ll see about that!! Said Mean Bunisher.

The bunnies practiced every single day. The competition meet up was very soon. Nights VS Sunny Sides. Sunny Sides won, but instead of everybody getting gold, Little Wonder Bunny got a big trophy.

“Yay!!!” said Sunny Sides.
 “No!!!” said Mean Bunisher. Bunisher was ANGRY, VERY, VERY ANGRY.
 “NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

And they all lived happily every after, well, not Mean Bunisher anyways.
I am cool.
I am nice.
I like my hair.
I like my eyes.
Olivia

I like me!

I love me!

I have a pet dog!

I like my life!

I like fruits!
When I say sit, sit.

When I say bite, bite.

When I say don't, don't.

When I say come, come to me.
I love Animals!

I love Science!

I like the beach.

I like Pike's Peak in Colorado.
Choose a Color
By Angela You

If I were brown I’d be a very tired day
If I were orange I’d be a bright hot day
  If yellow a busy day
If pink I’d be a happy excited day

If I were blue I’d be a sad bad day
If purple an original normal day
If I were silver I’m sure I’d be a lovely lonely day
If I were green I’d be a relaxing good day

If teal I’d help the world up